
Privacy Statement Data Privacy Stichting

In this privacy statement the Data Privacy Stichting (DPS) explains how we treat 
your personal data.

What does DPS do?
DPS is an organization that represents the interests of people who are victims of an 
infringement of their privacy. The Data Privacy Stichting was founded with the statutory 
tasks of protecting those interests against any unlawful infringement of privacy and 
obtaining redress for such violations.

For that purpose does DPS process personal data?
DPS processes personal data only if that is strictly necessary for executing our statutory 
tasks. For example DPS processes personal data for legal proceedings concerning data 
breaches. DPS also uses personal data to inform you about our legal proceedings. 

What kind of personal data does DPS process?
The data that DPS collects and uses is processed by us, typically, because you will have 
contacted DPS and, in doing so, will have released information about yourself. This 
would occur, for example, if you have signed on with us as an aggrieved party.

Cookies
If you want to know more about the cookies DPS uses and why DPS uses them, please 
read our Cookie Statement.

On what legal basis is DPS allowed to process your personal data?
DPS is only allowed to use your personal data for reasons that are listed in the relevant 
privacy legislation. 

DPS processes your personal data to execute the agreement between you and DPS. DPS 
also processes data for our legitimate interest to execute our statutory tasks (article 6, 
para. 1, sub f, GDPR). 

If you consent to the processing of your personal data, for example when you subscribe 
to our newsletter, that consent is used as a processing ground for the relevant purpose 
(article 6, para. 1, sub a, GDPR).

Does DPS share your personal data with third parties? 
DPS may share your data with the parties representing and otherwise assisting DPS in 
connection with fulfilling DPS’s statutory task. DPS does not share your data with any 
third party that is not operating under an obligation of confidentiality.

Data retention
DPS never keeps your personal data longer than strictly necessary. It is possible that 
DPS has to keep your data for a longer period of time based on legal obligations 
prescribed by national law. 

Security measures 
DPS has implemented the necessary technical and organizational measures to protect 
the personal data DPS processes, for example to ensure your data won’t get lost. The 



safeguarding of your personal data takes places in compliance with relevant regulations 
and guidelines.

An example of an organizational measure is that within DPS, only competent DPS staff 
has access to your personal data. This staff only has access insofar as necessary to fulfil 
their duties.

What rights do you have considering your personal data?
DPS processes your personal data for the above described purposes. Considering the 
data that DPS processes you have several rights you can exercise by sending us a 
request. In the following we have listed the types request you can file with us: 

 Right of access: If you file a request for the right of access you will receive 
an specified overview of the personal data that DPS processes. 

 Right to rectification:  If you file a request to rectify inaccurate personal 
data, DPS will correct that data If needed, including by means of providing 
a supplementary statement.

 Right of erasure: In similar cases you can request that DPS erases your 
personal data.

 Right to restriction of processing: In some cases you can also file a 
request with DPS to have the processing of your personal data restricted. 

 Right to object: Depending on your particular situation you can object to 
the processing of your personal data by DPS.

Written requests can be send to the following address:

Data Privacy Stichting
P.O. Box 356
2501CJ The Hague 

Alternatively an e-mail can be send to:

[info@dataprivacystichting.com]

Dutch Data Protection Authority complaints
Concerning any unlawful processing you can file a complaint with the Dutch Data 
protection Authority. A complaint can be filed via this link.

https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/nl/zelf-doen/gebruik-uw-privacyrechten/klacht-melden-bij-de-ap

